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A Year In The Wilderness. | Spatula In The Wilderness

Sunday marks a year since the publication of the first blog post under the Spatula In The Wilderness
banner. I hesitate becoming self-congratulatory and
promoting this as an anniversary, but it is fun to look
back on the first year while planning for another one.
A lot has changed over the course of the first year.
This is the third site for Spatula, but in those three
homes I’ve managed to knock out nearly 200 posts
containing almost 900 tags. In a rather unfocused,
very unscientific way, the blog has managed to
amass a catalogue, which while not good, gives a
snapshot of life of during the recession and the first
year of the Obama Presidency.

The thing is to look forward instead of relying on
past vision. There were a lot of posts during the past
year that I can be proud of and was happy to hit the
publish button on. Going back through the archive
page, some of the stuff makes me smile (alright, in
all honesty many weeks the blog looked like an

excuse to post pictures of hot actresses). There were also quite a few angry posts with a lot of the
immediacy of the moment ( Health Care, Fort Hood, The Heene Family balloon adventure, Tiger
Woods, Erin Andrews, Glenn Beck). I may not have always been right, but I certainly wear my heart
on each and every one of those pieces. Anywho, the forward-looking part.

Looking at the calendar for the next year and my own plans for life outside of Spatula, I envision
some good and positive changes for the little-blog-that-could. First, and I’ve mentioned this on the
Facebook page, but I hope to start giving away some Spatula In The Wilderness swag and maybe
creating a memorable shirt for sale. While I hope to never put a personal donation bar on this blog,
I’d love to put up some fun, inside jokey, wearable gear. That should be coming by July. The thing
beyond shirts and swag that I really want to do this year is open the Spatula up to other writers.
Having said the thing at the top of the page about 200 posts, I’ll be the first to admit that trying to
maintain any sense of quality while still posting four times a week is really ambitious. What I am
going to do within the next few weeks is extend the offer to friends, guests and anybody else
reading this blog to jump on and contribute. I’m a super self-centered guy and generally only regard
my own vision of the world, but I think it’s time to open up Spatula to those who have a unique vision
of their own. Details to follow on their own page.

Well, for something that started while I had writer’s block one Saturday and during a time when my
novel had stalled, the blog has gone pretty well. As always, Onward and Upward and I leave you with
just one nod to self-congratulation:

[youtube]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veN2gyCEj8s[/youtube]
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